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\IMr-iii-l : Generation mean analysis carried out in pigeonpea to estimate gene effects revealed that,
yield and yield components AK under all the three types of gene action. v\/.-, additive, dominance and
cpistasis. Hence reciprocal recurrent selection seems to be the best suited method of breeding for
improvement of this trop.
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INTRODUCTION

Pigeonpea is the second most important puise
crop in India. Even though it constitutes one
of the major portions of pulses consumed by
Kcralttos, Kerala has the lowest area and
average yield of pigeonpea among the Indian
states. Being a hardy and drought resistant
crop, it can he grown in a wide range of soil
types. In order to formulate efficient breeding
programmes for improvement of yield, it is
essential to characterise the nature and mode
of gene action that determine the yield and its
components. This information, however, is
scanty in pigeonpea and research on this
aspect has received attention only in recent
past. A knowledge on the inheritance of
various economic characters will help in
chousing the appropriate method of breeding
for effecting further improvement towards
increasing the yield potential of this crop. The
present study was undertaken to determine the
nature of gene action of some important chara-
cters in pigeonpea.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Five diverse cultivars of pigeonpea namely
UPAS 120, PLA 550, PLA 600, PLA 345-1
and 1C 15708 representing various clusters in
a previous D- analysis, were crossed in all
possible combinations excluding reciprocals.

The F,s were allowed to self to generate F,
and at the same time they were back crossed
to both the parents to get B, and B: genera-
tions. The seeds of six generations viz, P,, P2,
F I > PJ, B, and B2 were grown in a randomised
block design replicated thrice at the farm
attached to the College of Horticulture, Vella-
nikkara, Trichur. Each entry was grown on
ridges of 3 m long and 1 10 apart with a plant
spacing of 60 cm. Observations were recorded
from all the plants in respect of eleven quan-
titative characters viz; height of plant at
harvest, number of primary branches, number
of secondary branches, days to first flowering,
days to maturity, number of clusters per plant,
number of pods per plant, length of pod
hearing branches, number of seeds per pod,
hundred seed weight and seed yield.

The scaling tests A, B and C for additivity
suggested by Mather (1949) based on the
assumption that epistasis is absent were
employed. The inadequacy of an additive
dominance model in most of the crosses for
the characters demanded the extension of
analysis for the estimation of parameters of
epistatic components. Using the six generation
means, estimates of mean ("m) as well as
additive (*d), dominance (Ah), additive x
additive ('i), additive x dominance (*j) and
dominance x dominance ("D effects were
found out according to Hayman (1958).
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Table 1, Estimates of gene effects in different crosses hy six parameter model for eleven characters
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Table I (continued)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The estimates of gene effects and iheir
interactions of important characters are pre-
sented in Table I. The dominance f " h ) gene
effects made a significant contribution to the
inheritance of plant height, iiumK'-r of primary
branches, days to first flowering, hundred seed
weight and seed yield per plant. Both additive
and dominance effects were almost equally
important for ;i 11 the remaining six characters.

The scaling tests indicated the absence of
epistasis for number of primary branches in
the cross UPAS 120 x PLA 350, number of
secondary branches in UPAS 120 x 1C 15708,
number of clusters per plant in PLA 600 x
PLA 345-1, number of seeds per pod in PLA
550 x PLA 345-1 and PLA 600 x PLA 345-1
and seed yield in UPAS 120 x PLA 600. Fur

these characters the 3-parameter was used to
estimate ("m), (*d) and (*h) (Table 2). The
epistatie components were estimated for all the
other characters in different crosses.

Both additive and dominance gene effects
were having role in the expression of most of
the characters, but the magnitude of domi-
nance effect was slightly higher than that of
additive effect. Among the epistatie compo-
nents dominance x dominance < I i effects were
higher for plant height, number of pods per
plant hundred seed weight and seed yield,
whereas both additive x additive and
dominance x dominance effects were equally
important for number of primary branches and
days to maturity (Table 1).

The additive x additive and dominance x
dominance effects were having more influence
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